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A message from
The Worshipful the Mayor of Harrow
Councillor Ghazanfar Ali

May I take this opportunity to congratulate you all for celebrating Durga Utsav on its
16th Anniversary and wish Panchamukhee Durga Utsav 2021 every success!

I thank you for Promoting the Art and Cultural Heritage of the Indian subcontinent and bringing diverse cultures to work
together in today's multicultural UK.

Your organisation is a great asset to Harrow residents, and I wish you all the very best for the fantastic
work that you are carrying out in our community!

Wishing you all the very best for the future!

Mayor
Panchamukhee 2021

Panchamukhee Durga Utsav! As I see it.
(Smitangshu Mukherjee)
I have been a visitor to Panchamukhee Durga Utsav since its very inception and from outside I have been fascinated by
the spirit and dedication by which the organisation puts together such fantastic symphony of devotion and fervour. This
event has become a must - visit particularly for all Bengalis in London and the Indian community in UK, at large. I have
recently been inducted into the Panchamukhee team and looking from inside, I am in even more awe of the super-efficient
yet friendly team behind this grand organisation.
On one hand it is the Puja of the Goddess Durga, held in the most traditional way possible with perfectly conducted
rituals and at the same time, the organisation prides itself it nurturing the cultural fabric of the diaspora through music,
dance and drama. It has also been instrumental in exposing the next generation to its cultural roots and we are watching
those early shoots in full bloom in recent years. The tiny tots who started performing on stage 15 years ago are now stars
in their own rights. They are now contributing not only on stage but their infectious enthusiasm is now making a difference
to the organisation aspect of this mega event.
This year the Puja is being held after a gap of two years as the world around us was ripped apart by the deadly pandemic.
This is a time to reflect and take stock of what we have been through. I saw the pandemic from close quarters from my
role being an intensive care consultant in NHS and must say that I feel humbled by the ferocity by which nature struck. I
have seen old and young die, both suddenly and after prolonged suffering. I have seen families waiting at home with baited
breath for one piece of news from the hospital as they were not allowed to visit the hospital. I have seen bereaved families
unable to visit their loved ones during their last days. Some lost their parents in India but could only hear the news over
the phone and participate in last rites over video calls. Many lost their jobs and families were living on bare minimum with
government support.
All these are only a few appalling anecdotes but now is the time to reflect on what we have all achieved together. As we
went along, science gave us tools to fight the disease and more people were being protected through precautionary
measures and more people were surviving the disease with newer treatment methods and medicines. The often-castigated
social media and connectivity gadgets gave us new means to connect and interact, without which the loneliness would
have been unbearable. I have seen tremendous community spirit from industry and ordinary civilians who have gone to
great lengths in helping the cause. The vaccine development has been nothing short of a miracle and today with mass
vaccination the world is now opening up once again towards a new found freedom. We have to protect this freedom with
our dear lives. We now know for the first time in our lives, what it means to lose all the precious little things, which we
cherish. We have to be extra vigilant in doing the things that is expected of us being responsible citizens, not only to avoid
yet another wave of this deadly disease but also look after our environment and protect our world from impending
destruction.
This is the time of the year, when we worship the Almighty Goddess of Shakti and rejoice the victory of the good over
evil but this year, we need to seek her blessings to grant us with hope and wisdom. While we celebrate, we have to be
mindful about those who have suffered during and after the pandemic and need to contribute in our own small ways to
make a difference.
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(Rayan Dutta – 6 Years)

Maa Durga
(Sreshtha Chakraborty – 6 Years)
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The Seasons Outside the Window
(Anupriya Dutta – 10 Years)
Outside the window, when the land is frosty and freezing
When mugs of hot chocolate are really pleasing,
When the sun sets early and the foxes snuggle up
And the squirrels cuddle each other while the bears curl up.
Outside the window, when the flowers start to bloom
When the sunshine starts clearing away the gloom,
When squirrels come out of their hibernation
And there is a lovely spring sensation.

Outside the window, on the green that lay
When the joyful rabbits leap and play,
When the fingertips of sunlight give a gentle touch
And the calm breeze whistles and I love it so much.
Outside the window, when leaves fall from trees
When the temperature is about fifteen degrees,
When the long stretch of the holidays are over
And the glorious Maa Durga comes in October...

Sharad
(Arko Sammader)
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|| ছেলেলেো ||

|| অলেক্ষা ||

(Aparna Mukherjee)

(Aparna Mukherjee)

|| দুটি হৃদয় ||
(Aparna Mukherjee)

(Barnali Mukherjee)
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From Darkness to Light
"It was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair…” “What
in the Dickens?” you say.
From being selected for the hardest course to crack in Oxford and Cambridge and hosting Nobel laureates to being
diagnosed with ADHD, dyspraxia, clinical anxiety, and depression has been a roller coaster ride for her. It had been a
lonely battle for her to overcome the darkness of disbelief and denial and come out all guns blazing. She graduated with a
degree in Economics and Management. But the struggle was still huge and it was an uphill task.
How did she cope? With music by her side, with earphones in, cutting out the cacophony of the world around her. It was
medication, meditation, and music that paved the way. Learning to play the drums, which she absolutely loves, at the music
charity Readipop, Reading (who teach music to people with mental health challenges), was a major enabler. She is currently
on the board of advisors for Readipop and an inspiration to many youngsters who are going through their own personal
challenges.
Sangeet Foundation started in Jan 2015, with donations collected from friends and family, as a personal journey for Nupur
and me as parents. This has been an arduous journey for us from being a personal challenge to becoming a global
movement which is registered as Sangeet Global Ltd, a non-profit organisation with Company House and as a charity with
Charity Commission. However, we continue to operate as Sangeet Foundation.
At Sangeet Foundation we want to create a safe zone for those impacted by mental health, by leveraging music and the
arts as a medium of communication and possible complementary therapy. The objectives are to create mental health
awareness and acceptance, provide guidance and resources for early detection/intervention, improve the emotional
wellbeing/mental health of children/young people and leveraging music and the arts as mechanisms for creating awareness
and therapy.
Since March 2020 lockdown, Sangeet Foundation has conducted circa 100 online programmes alone and in partnership
with various other organisations globally, regular events and workshops with mental health experts including psychiatrists,
psychologists, counsellors, through a platform we created on social media. We grew from being 300 members to 4400
members on Facebook group and growing. Celebrities, singers, dancers, artists, photographers, performers and activists
from around the world are invited to discuss and share their life journeys and experiences with mental health and their art
forms.
We partnered with De Montfort University (DMU), Leicester, for Manav Utsav celebrating South Asian Heritage month
in 2020 and 2021 as the Principal Partner for mental health and music. We have embarked upon a journey of research
with DMU on creating community resilience using creative arts using the digital media.
Eventually we aim to provide inputs to the government to guide the future formulation of strategy and policies around
community resilience leveraging creative arts. We aim to raise funds by organising events to create awareness, with requests
for donations and sponsorships.
Do you want to get involved with this movement and make a difference? Do join in to be part of all our initiatives including
celebrity programmes, research and making a difference in life of friends and family who face mental wellness challenges.
We welcome your thoughts, views and ideas on how you would want to get involved.
Stay safe and God Bless,
Jayanta Ray, Co-founder, Sangeet Foundation;
e: sangeet.foundation@gmail.com, w: http://sangeetfoundation.org
WApp: +44 7388908908; Registered in UK as Sangeet Global Ltd.
Company Reg No. 12966630; Charity Reg Number: 1195762 YT: Sangeet Foundation
https://www.facebook.com/SangeetFoundation;
Patrons: Padmashree Aparna Sen, Pandit Dr. Bickram Ghosh
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Season’s
Greetings
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(Asmita Mukherjee)
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Pencil Sketch
(Sophie Wright)
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Pencil Sketch
(Shreya Bose)
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(Ashis Kumar Das)
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(Millie Basu Roy)
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Puja Schedule
Date

Puja

Time

Shashti
Saptami

14:00
19:00

14 Oct 2021

Saptami
Sandhi Puja
Ashtami

13:00
15:00
19:00

15th Oct 2021

Dashami
Boron

17:00
18:00

13th Oct 2021
th

Cultural Programme Schedule
(15th and 16th Oct)
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Statement of Financial Activities for the Year Ended 30 June 2020

Income & Expenditure
Income
Opening balance
Donations
Grant
Sponsorship
Other income
Event expenses
Food and hospitality
Charity and Donations
Storage Charges
PPS
Insurance
Weg Page Development
Accountancy
Consultancy fee
Closing balance
Total

Expenses

Statement of Receipts and Payments

Surplus/(Deficit)

Receipts

14,636.32

Payments
22,094.28
14,636.32

7,251.00
-

7,251.00
18,118.82
500.00
1,598.40
1,175.00
209.14

21,887.32

21,601.36

Balance

Income

18118.82
0
500
1598.4
1175
209.14

285.96
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43,981.60

21,601.36

22,380.24
22,380.24
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+44 7472305330
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